YEAR & MODEL: 2002 CITATION X
SERIAL NUMBER: 750-0188
REGISTRATION: N750EA

AIRFRAME TT: 5,150 SNEW
ENGINE TT: 5,060 L/R SNEW
LOCATION: NORTHEAST
PHILADELPHIA, PA (KPNE)
AIRFRAME:

2002 Year Model Airframe
Enrolled in ProParts + ProTech

AVIONICS:

Honeywell Primus 2000 Avionics
Five (5) 8” x 7” Screens
Dual Laseref IV Internal Navigation System
Dual FMS with WAAS Upgrades
TCAS II ch 7.1
HF Radio
Dual VHF Nav+Comm Radios
Primus 880 Weather Radar
Dual Transponders
Honeywell EGPWS

ENGINES:

Rolls-Royce AE3007-C1
Both Engines 5,060 Hours TT SNEW
Enrolled in CorporateCare

APU:

Honeywell GTCP36-150
Enrolled in AuxAdvantage

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:

ADS-B Out Compliant
GoGo ATG4000 Cabin WiFi
Three (3) Iridium Satcom Telephones
Cockpit Voice Recorder
Dual Oxygen Bottles, Extended Range O2
EXTERIOR & PAINT:
Overall White with Blue, Green, and Grey Accent Stripes
Painted in 2002

INTERIOR & CABIN:
Eight Passenger Double Club Configuration
Aft Belted, Enclosed Lavatory
Forward Galley with microwave, coffee pot, ice drawer, and catering storage
Refurbished in 2016
TRADES WELCOME.

Are you transitioning from another aircraft and need to sell that first?

Enter information at jetaviva.com/valuation and we’ll provide a trade-in credit.

jetAVIVA is an authority on business turbine aircraft, offering acquisition and sales services, backed with the experience of completing hundreds of transactions, as well as providing acceptance and training services in all production light turbine aircraft. jetAVIVA is focused on providing Clients with comprehensive services to choose the right aircraft and operate it with maximum efficiency and safety.

www.jetAVIVA.com  |  sales@jetAVIVA.com  | +1.512.410.0295